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Abstract: The most important standard in technology services management is the Information
Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL). The literature review developed shows that one of the
most important questions to answer is finding the sequence of processes to be implemented, mainly
in small companies with few resources. The purpose of this paper is to show a methodology that
defines an optimal specific sequence of processes for each small company depending on internal
and external parameters. The main contribution of this paper is a proven methodology to obtain a
particular sequence of ITIL processes specifically adapted to each company, based on a mathematical
and statistical model that uses data from a web survey. Its application generates an optimal sequence
of ITIL processes. The methodology has been applied with successful results in a real case, and it
shows specific benefits over the previous approaches. The main learning objective of this research is
a proven method to obtain an optimal sequence of processes for the implementation of ITIL in small
companies. Finally, some future works are presented.

Keywords: ITIL; sequence; processes; small company; methodology

1. Introduction

One of the effects of the increasing dependency on technology is that the management
of IT (information technology) is becoming a key factor in organizations [1], mainly during
the current COVID-19 pandemic period. These organizations look for a reduction of costs,
an increase of the customer’s satisfaction, an increase of the added value of the service and
a higher efficiency in the company [2]. In this scenario, the information technology (IT)
managers are expected to offer the best service with very few resources (as few as possible)
and to achieve the objectives on time, managing the risks with low cost and with the
expected quality [3]. All this is possible only by using market standards [4] such as ITIL [5],
Capability Maturity Model Improvement (CMMI), Control Objectives for Information and
Related Technology (COBIT) [6] and the Committee Of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO)
among others [7–9].

ITIL is a well-known standard in the market which aims to offer a set of processes to
properly manage IT services. This set of processes includes the strategy, design, transition,
operation and improvement processes [10]. They are completely oriented to fulfill the needs
of any IT department; that is, they are not planned to be used in any specific business, which
make them really valuable for all organizations [11]. These processes are independent of
the software, the technology, the programming language and other parameters such as the
size of the company, the country and the industry it belongs to. Currently, ITIL describes
the set of processes that should be implemented in any IT department, but it does not
explain a procedure, nor does it offer a guide on how to implement it or which processes
should be selected first for its implementation [12,13].

The increasing interest of companies by the ITIL implementation faces a handicap
which is really hard to solve for small companies: the sequence of processes to implement
is not explicitly indicated in ITIL. This is something that has been analyzed from years
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ago [14] to more recent works [15,16]. The absence of a clear criteria to define the sequence
is one of the reasons that most affects implementation projects. Some authors have clearly
addressed this problem. One of these authors is [17], who analyzed the reasons why some
ITIL projects failed. In this reference, it is clearly shown how many organizations try
to implement all or part of the ITIL processes at once without any prioritization. This
strategy leads to confusion, staff unrest and no integration between the processes. The
recommendation offered by the author is to select the most important processes for the
objectives of the organization and, after that, schedule its implementation. A similar
analysis can be found in [18], where the importance of basic processes to support the
rest of the processes is addressed. For example the process of setting up a database for
configuration management should be prioritized over the rest of processes; otherwise, the
implementation will fail.

The implementation of ITIL processes has been analyzed from different points of view.
The most important ones are as follows:

• The strategy to follow when implementing ITIL [14,19,20];
• The factors that ease the success of ITIL implementation. The authors try to guess

the factors that influence the success of an ITIL implementation project. Depending
on the authors, different factors are analyzed (e.g., trust in the organization, steering
committee involvement and resistance to change). The most relevant references in this
area are [21–23];

• The sequence of the processes when implementing ITIL. This a critical issue to success,
as is pointed out and analyzed in some references [12,24,25];

• The influence of the characteristics of the company on the result of the implementation
project [26], mainly the size of the company, the industry and the country;

• Other specific topics when implementing ITIL.

On the other hand, the management of IT processes is particularly complicated in
small companies [27,28]. The main reason for this is the lack of resources to dedicate
specifically to ITIL implementation, as explained in [29–31]. That is, small companies do
not have the resources to hire or obtain specialists, experts and software, and all of this is
needed to fulfill the implementation of ITIL satisfactorily. Considering the difficulties for
big companies, all these authors show the harder difficulties of implementing ITIL in small
organizations. Some other authors have also focused on ITIL and small companies, such
as [24].

The importance of ITIL in small companies is more relevant if the high percentage of
these companies in most first world countries is considered [32] as well as the great impact
of technology in the small companies’ survival [33].

Thus, considering (a) the importance of ITIL standard, (b) the lack of a clear methodol-
ogy to select the ITIL processes to be implemented and (c) the high percentage of small
companies without enough resources, the question to answer in this paper is to define a
methodology to determine a sequence of processes to implement ITIL in small companies.
The methodology must be stand-alone, meaning no external consultant is required to
define the sequence.

The next section presents a literature review about the approaches for the implemen-
tation of ITIL and its adaptation for small companies. After that, the methodology is
exposed, and an application to a real case is shown. Finally, the results and conclusions
are presented.

1.1. State of the Art

A systematic literature review (SLR) was developed to understand the state of the
art of the implementation of ITIL and its implications in small companies. The system-
atic literature review followed a standardized method [34] in the systems engineering
discipline. The problem to solve with the review is to find methodologies, sequencing
algorithms and any proposal that helps small companies to order the set of ITIL pro-
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cesses for its implementation. A summary of the found references is presented in the
following paragraphs.

In order to help the understanding of the results, three main strategies were identified:

(I) Critical success factors and examples of implementation: A high number of references
about critical success factors were found as well as real examples of implementations
to be used as references;

(II) Fixed sequences of processes: A second group of authors establishes a fixed order
of ITIL processes with no dependency on the attributes of the company. That is, the
size of the company does not matter, nor does the country or its size. It does not
matter if it is a big or a small company; in any case, the order of processes for ITIL
implementation remains identical;

(III) Adaptive sequences: The more dynamic strategies try to identify sequences consid-
ering the specific parameters of the company (i.e., these authors consider different
sequences of processes for companies depending on, for example, the size, industry
and country).

It is also possible to identify a fourth category regarding specific sequences for small
companies.

In the next few paragraphs, the references found for these classifications are com-
mented on.

I. Strategies and critical success factors

The influence of the factors identified as critical in the implementation of ITIL has been
one of the most studied research areas. Some authors are very active in this area, as shown
in [14,21,31,35,36]. This topic is still being analyzed in recent works [16,37], and it has been
a recurrent topic of research, as shown in [38]. The general way to discover the critical
factors is to survey the stakeholders or the observation of different ITIL implementations.
Although there is not a clear commitment on the set of factors that affect implementation,
three of them appear in the majority of the studies: management involvement and the
organization’s commitment and effectiveness.

Some studies identify factors related to the project of implementation itself: tools,
organization of the project, procedures in the project and others. That was the case in [36,39],
which demonstrated the importance of using tools to support project implementation as
well as the procedures to carry it out under quality considerations. These references stress
that even if the commitment of the managers and the organization is important, the use of
procedures and tools is also quite important for success.

An alternative approach is shown in [23], where the author shows how important
the management of the process change is. The argument is based on the resistance to
changing the rules in organizations and why the new processes are not always welcome. It
is important to manage the implementation of new ways of doing things, and so the factor
of ‘management of process change’ is important when implementing ITIL.

The constant reference to critical success factors is reflected in [40], where a complete
systematic literature review is presented. The author shows the different success factors
identified by other authors, and the great importance given to the training of the IT
staff who will work with ITIL implementation is relevant. The research was developed
following the analytical hierarchical process (AHP) to evaluate the factors and eliminate
possible inconsistencies and redundancies. Something similar is found in [35], where a vast
literature review is presented regarding the critical factors in 160 different organizations
which drove the implementation of ITIL.

Some authors have studied the critical factors that have influence on the implementa-
tion of ITIL in small companies, such as those in [41]. This approach also makes use of the
AHP methodology. The idea is to produce a model which generates the factors that should
be considered to succeed. The model considers technical, organizational and behavioral
aspects and involves the different stakeholders in the project. One of the main conclusions
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is that the small companies need a sequence to implement ITIL; otherwise, the project can
fail easily.

A different but interesting approach was developed in [30], in which the author
studied the factors which make a project fail. Instead of guessing the factors to increase
the possibility of success, the author analyzed the factors which drive failure in ITIL
implementation.

Some authors have implemented methodologies to select the critical factors. One of
the most mentioned in the literature is in [23]. In this case, the author uses the business
process change (BPC) to determine the relevance of the factors.

Finally, it is possible to find some other approaches which define methods or proce-
dures that may ease the implementation of ITIL. A first group of authors who worked
on the maturity of the processes to select the initial processes to be implemented was
identified [29,40,42], as was a second group of authors who have designed strategies based
on the infrastructure, available resources and other issues around the implementation
project [11,43].

After reviewing all these references, the summary is that all of them focus on the
factors that may affect (positively or negatively) the implementation of ITIL, or they focus
on the methods or steps to implement ITIL. None of them give a solution to the order of
the processes to be implemented, nor do they make a clear distinction between big and
small companies.

II. Adaptive order of processes

Apart from the authors who have worked on methodologies and critical success
factors, the problem of the order of processes still remained. Therefore, some authors
investigated which order should be used to implement all ITIL processes. There are
several ways to define a non-static order for the processes. The first idea is organizing the
sequence (or order) of processes attending to the internal parameters of the company or
organization [5]. This approach requires hiring some experts to evaluate these parameters
and to evaluate the impact they have for the implementation of ITIL. The translation of the
opinions of experts into a sequence of processes is supported by fuzzy logic techniques.
This idea has two disadvantages: the need of experts and not considering environmental
parameters (e.g., competitors, size and country). Something similar occurred in [44,45].

An alternative approach to define the set of processes to implement is to identify the
needs of the company by looking at its objectives. The set of processes to implement is
defined by considering the objectives of the company. The aim is to get ‘quick wins’, as the
author in [43] recognized. This solution generates an adaptive set of processes, although it
has a great disadvantage: the quick wins arise from the surveys given to the clients, and so
the strategy is very much oriented by their opinions.

The alternative considered in [46] is based on the technology adoption model (TAM). In
this case, the processes proposed depend on the requisites of the company and other issues,
such as the industry and size. The sequence defined considers both internal parameters
and critical success factors, managing the adoption of the changes with TAM methodology.
This idea was shared in [26], where the external parameters (e.g., country and industry)
have a great influence on the sequence of ITIL processes to be implemented.

The author in [15] has also worked with adaptive or non-static sequences, which are
adapted to each company by taking into consideration the internal issues of the company
related to the implementation of ITIL: the distribution of data, flow of information and the
tasks required to complete every process.

It is particularly important to consider adaptive sequences in the current changing
environment. The different states of the IT department require specific sequences for each
one, which means that monolithic and common solutions do not solve the problems in all
departments. This idea of conferring flexibility and dynamism to the IT departments is
supported in [47], where it clearly states the importance of flexible IT departments and
dynamic IT solutions: “under conditions of high environmental heterogeneity [. . . ] the
impact of IT-enabled dynamic capabilities on competitive performance is amplified”. This
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is clearly aligned to the adaptive order of processes strategies. However, this is also pointed
out in other works, such as in [48], which concluded that some ITIL processes can be
managed properly with changing environments if implemented with some prioritization
over the rest. One method that is capable of dealing with change, which can make dy-
namic organizations and respond to change well, is to strategize and apply the concept of
continuous service improvement, better known as continual service improvement (CSI).
This is also aligned with adaptive sequences, as CSI can be implemented with the correct
prioritization once some other ITIL processes (with eventually higher priority) have been
implemented. The static order of processes analyzed in the next paragraphs does not confer
any importance to CSI, as the methods based on the static order of processes focus mainly
on operative processes.

The summary of all these approaches is that different authors have proposed specific
sequences considering the internal or external parameters of the company and the imple-
mentation itself. Nevertheless, none of the results show that the sequence is optimized for
a particular company; that is, there is no evidence that the proposed sequence is optimal
for a specific organization.

III. Static order of processes

There is another possibility for establishing a sequence: determining a standard
sequence that should be used by all organizations. This approach requires defining a list of
ITIL processes to be implemented independently of external considerations, such as the
country, the competitors and the industry, and internal considerations, such as organization,
flow of information and databases, among others.

Several authors have worked around this approach. Some relevant works include [25],
where the sequence is set from the internal relations among every ITIL process. The
consideration of every process is measured in terms of the relations and dependencies of
this process with the rest of processes of ITIL. The larger the number of dependencies, the
greater the importance of the process. The disadvantage of this proposal is that there are so
many dependencies among processes that only the first processes of the sequence can be
defined. A similar proposal was presented in [49], although it considered only a partial set
of ITIL processes to define the sequence.

The idea of a static sequence for all companies has been frequently used in the research
history. Another example is in [50], where the author proposes a set of models to define the
sequence of processes: A first model with the ITIL processes, as defined in the standard;
a second model containing the dependencies among models (something similar to [25]);
and a third model that links every process with its capacity level and maturity level in the
organization. The result is a model that generates a general sequence (quasi-static, as it
slightly differs from one company to another depending on the maturity levels) of ITIL
processes.

Another author very active in static sequences is in [21]. This reference is important
because it was about the first initiatives to study the most satisfactory sequence for imple-
mentations, but it has the disadvantage of proposing a static sequence for all companies.
The sequence is based on the observation of real cases. Some other examples in this cate-
gory are [12,19,24,51], where only the initial processes for the sequence to be implemented
are proposed. In some cases, the objective is building a model to help the selection of a
static sequence of processes [52].

There are slight differences in the proposed processes from these authors, but a general
conclusion is that the operative processes should be initially implemented due to the ‘quick
wins’ returned (incident management, requirement management, access management,
event management and problem management).

The publications mentioned previously generally referred to companies of any size.
Nevertheless, some of them were specifically oriented to small companies, which will be
commented on in the next paragraphs.

IV. Specific approaches for small companies
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Small companies have specific handicaps, as they usually do not have enough re-
sources to dedicate to the implementation of standards in their organizations. This affects
them in different ways, but the most clear one is the lack of alignment of the different
departments and functions to the strategy, objectives and aims of the company. As was
stated in [53], “larger firms are more likely to adopt formal processes and use standards,
therefore enabling alignment”. This happens not only with IT departments but also with
other departments, such as with the procurement departments. As was explained in [53],
“the size of a firm correlates with its ability to achieve procurement alignment”. This study
concludes that investing in flexibility in IT solutions and infrastructures will have positive
effects in terms of aligning IT, other departments such as procurement and the strategy of
the company.

The references to ITIL are mostly oriented to companies both big and small. Neverthe-
less, there have been authors interested in the implementation of ITIL in small companies in
recent years. Initial efforts were developed in [12,24,29,54], where the interest was helping
small companies to start the implementation of ITIL, so some specific initial processes are
proposed for these organizations to start with.

The interest in the topic grew due to the huge number of small companies in the world
and the fact that there was no specific strategy to implement ITIL in small companies. The
literature published up to that moment about ITIL and small companies was gathered
in [55], which indicates the relevance of the topic. The conclusion of this work is relevant:
“there are not many publications of relevance that deal with the topic of ITIL and small
companies”.

Recently, some authors have published some approaches to the topic of ITIL and small
companies in terms of real cases or architectural or theoretical models [4,41,42].

Another approach to the problem which has been taken for ITIL in big companies is
to analyze ITIL in small companies by industry [13].

1.2. Research Scope

After all these publications, the conclusion is that the problem still remains: small
companies do not have a clear sequence of processes to implement ITIL.

Therefore, the following can be assumed:

• The specific handicaps of small companies regarding the implementation of processes
in IT departments;

• The absence of specific tools to define the sequence of ITIL processes for implementa-
tion in small companies;

• The great number of small companies all around the world.

The objective of the research is to define a methodology to obtain an adapted ITIL
sequence for each small company. The requisites to fulfill the gap in the market should be
the following:

1. The sequence must be easy to obtain;
2. The methodology should not oblige hiring experts or consultants;
3. There must be a strong mathematical basis to ensure the quality of the results.

This work is different from the existing ones because (a) it does not require hiring
experts or consultants, (b) it generates sequences of ITIL processes specific for each company
and (c) every generated sequence is optimal to get close to (some or all of) the rest of the
companies.

After presenting the methodology, an example of application in a real small company
is shown. Finally, the discussion and conclusions are presented.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper presents a solution to sequencing the ITIL processes based on two main
blocks. One of them is the algorithm, and the other one is the database that contains
information required by the algorithm, such as the size, age, industry and IT size (among
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other data) of each company and the level of implementation of ITIL processes in those
companies. The aim of the database is to have available a set of data about other companies,
which is the level of implementation of ITIL of these companies. All this information will
be used by the algorithm to build an optimal proposal of a sequence.

The second main block is a mathematical model (details of the model can be found in
Section 2.4) that calculates the best process to implement. This model calculates the best
process by considering the data stored in the database and by considering the characteristics
of the company that is implementing ITIL. This results in an optimal sequence. If we
calculate the best process to implement in each step, at the end the result is an optimal
sequence of processes.

Therefore, the iterative application of the model results in an algorithm that solves the
problem of finding the optimal sequence of processes to be implemented.

Figure 1 helps to understand how it works. First of all, it is necessary to have a database
(labeled as DB) with data from companies (e.g., size, age, industry, IT size, region and level
of implementation of each ITIL process), labeled as SmallComapny1, SmallCompany2, and
so on.
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The mathematical model also requires information about the small company (E) that is
implementing ITIL. The current level of implementation of ITL processes—that is, if there
is any ITIL process already implemented and the characteristics of the company E that
desires to complete the implementation of ITIL— is required. Moreover, the mathematical
model needs the criteria to build the sequence. This means that the optimal sequence can
be built to minimize the distance with the companies in the same industry to minimize the
distance with the companies with the same age, the same staff or a combination of several
criteria. These criteria used in the mathematical model are labeled with PO (parameters for
optimization).

The next paragraphs explain in more detail the methodology presented above.
One of the ways to define a methodology to solve a specific problem is though the

definition of a set of procedures which operate with data or information. Therefore, it is
necessary to clearly set the problem, the procedures and the data:

i. Regarding the problem, this was exposed in Section 1. The aim is to obtain a sequence
of ITIL processes that should be implemented in a company.

ii. Regarding the data, let us remember that one of the requisites established was avoid-
ing hiring experts or consultants. The information provided by consultants comes
from previous implementation experiences in a set of companies. As such, the pro-
posal is to reach a similar level of information by querying a database with information
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about companies, their characteristics and the ITIL processes implemented in them.
The simplest way to obtain these data is through sending surveys to companies
and storing them in the database. All the details about the survey are explained in
Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The database details are included in the Supplementary Material
section.

iii. Regarding the procedures, more information is given below.

The procedures are a set of steps that are repeatedly applied on the available data
to solve the initial problem. There are commonly two types of approaches: qualitative
and quantitative. Due to the availability of the numerical data collected in the survey (see
Sections 2.1 and 2.2), the quantitative approach fit better, and so the procedures will be
defined on a mathematical basis. The steps are explained in Section 2.4.

It is generally a good practice to have the procedures implemented in a software
application when there exists a mathematical basis. This software eases the applicability of
the procedures if the computing tasks are heavy. As such, a web application was developed
to support the full methodology (see Section 2.3).

The schema in Figure 1 gives an overall view of the methodology. The data collected
from the survey (with information about the characteristics (VC) of the companies (C)
and the level of implementation (LC) of the ITIL processes) is stored in the database (DB).
On the other hand, a model (M) based in a mathematical formulation is the core of the
methodology. This model considers the (a) characteristics (VE) and initial level of the ITIL
implementation (LE) for the company (E) that wants to generate a complete ordered list
of ITIL processes (PI); (b) characteristics (VC) and level of implementation (LC) of a set of
companies (C) stored in the database and (c) the criteria or parameters (PO) that should be
used by the model (M) to generate an ordered sequence of processes.

Once the model receives these data, the formulae are used to calculate the first process
in the sequence. This first process in the sequence is calculated to maximize the closeness
to the companies under the criteria defined by the company. To do so, an optimization
function to measure the distance to the rest of the companies is defined and evaluated.
The iterative evaluation of the optimization function returns the complete sequence of
processes. The complete description of the model and some minor settings is given in
Section 2.4.

2.1. About the Survey

The steps described in Section 2.4 require a database to work with. This database
gathers information about small companies, including the characteristics and the level of
implementation of every ITIL process. These data were acquired through a web poll sent
to small companies. Table 1 shows the main parameters.

Table 1. Pooling parameters.

Characteristic Value

Request format Web
Region Spain

Universe Companies (1–249 employees)
Requests sent 250

Answered forms 131
Minimum for significance 64

Confidence level 90%
Selection of companies Randomized

Phases-pool 1
Type of questionnaire Questions with multi-option answers

Date 2020
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2.2. About Participants and Web Form

The participants were IT managers or general managers in small companies randomly
selected out of a database of more than 7000 companies in any industry. The companies
were sent a web form with questions about their size, industry, staff, market and other
parameters that would be used afterward to optimize the selection of ITIL processes. The
companies were also required to answer the level of implementation of every ITIL process.

The type of questions was multi-choice in all cases to simplify the analysis. Each
option corresponded to an interval. For example, the parameter age was segmented in four
intervals (1: 1–4 years old; 2: 5–9 years old; 3: 10–14 years old; and 4: +14 years old).

There were three possible answers to the level of implementation of ITIL processes
(1: not implemented; 2: not implemented but scheduled; and 3: implemented or it will be
coming soon).

As indicated in Table 1, the requests were sent by an email containing a hyperlink to a
web form where all answers were received.

2.3. Dataset and Application

A database stored the answers to be analyzed and used in conjunction with the steps
described in Section 2.4. The application of the methodology required an application due
to its mathematical basis. Both the dataset and the link to the application can be accessed
in [dataset].

Section 2.4 explains the steps in detail.

2.4. Steps to the Sequence Processes

As pointed out in the introductory paragraph of Section 2, the methodology to obtain
the optimal sequence requires a database (DB) with a set of companies {C} and their
characteristics. The parameters to consider are usually the size of the company, the number
of employees, the number of IT employees, the age of the company and the operating
area of the business (international or local), among others. Let us identify by {V} the
set of parameters to characterize any company. The database also stores the level of
implementation of ITIL in the companies contained in {C}, which corresponds to a matrix
{LC}.

The possible values for each parameter in {V} need to be split into intervals. For
example, the age parameter might be split into three intervals (1–4 years old; 5–9 years old;
and more than 9 years old), assigning the values 1, 2 and 3 to each of them. Therefore, a
vector {Pc} is defined for each company, and the matrix {PC} represents the set of {Pc}; that
is, it represents all the values for the characteristics in the companies contained in {C}.

In the case of the level of implementation, the criteria might be as follows. A value
of 1 means that the ITIL process is not implemented, and it will not be in future; a value
of 2 means it is scheduled; and a value of 3 means it has already been implemented or it
will be very soon. Thus, a vector {Lc} of the values of implementation is stored for each
company. The set of {Lc} values is aggregated in a matrix {LC} for all companies in {C}. The
definitions are represented in Figure 1.

Let us assume that E is a company with interest in obtaining an optimal sequence to
implement ITIL and {PI} is the set of process candidates to be implemented. Of course, the
initial situation is that {PI} consists of all ITIL processes.

Let us identify with {LE} the set of values that indicates the level of implementation
of every ITIL process in the company E, and let us identify with {VE} the vector of all the
values given to the parameters that define the characteristics of E.

It is possible to build a mean parameter vector {S} with the mean of the level of
implementation of every process in {PI} for the companies that satisfy each element of {VE}
(i.e., the mean of the organizations with the same value VEi). In other words, {S} consists of
a set of vectors with the mean of the level of implementation for the companies which have
the same age, the same industry or any value in {VE} that is the same as E.
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The next step is to know how far the implementation of a particular process Pi
contained in {PI} is from the maximum value (which is 3, as was indicated previously).
This should be done for both the company E and for every vector in {S}, where each column
represents the mean of ITIL implementation in companies satisfying each value VEi. Thus,
two vectors of distance to the maximum implementation, called {ST} and {DT}, are obtained.
That is, {ST} represents the distance of each process in {PI} (i.e., the values in {LE}) to the
value given to an implemented process, and {DT} represents the same distance for the
companies satisfying each value VEi in {VE}.

In this situation, it is possible to define a matrix of values {CP} that identifies the level
of implementation of any ITIL process for E compared to the level of implementation of
the same process in the companies that satisfy {VE}. This ‘comparative position’ is defined
through Equation (1):

cpi =
α1ST2

1i·α2ST2
2i . . . αkST2

ki
DT2

i
(1)

where αi represents the weight of the parameter in the optimization formula (so if all param-
eters equal 1, all of them have the same influence in the optimization formula). Equation (1)
should just contain the selected parameters (PO) for optimization; the parameters which
are not needed for optimization should not be present in this expression. This indicator
has a great advantage: it allows the company E to decide the criteria that the optimization
should use; that is, the organization E decides whether to optimize in terms of the size of
the company, in terms of the industry or in terms of any other parameter contained in {V}
or a group of parameters.

Finally, the process that should be initially implemented is the one that minimizes
Equation (1). Thus, Equation (2) indicates how to select the optimal process:

Psel = Pi | cpi ≤ cpk∇k ∈ 1..|{Pi} (2)

It is clear that if STmi is close to the minimum value, the competitors are in a better
position than company E for the particular process Pi, but also, if DTi is close to the value
representing no implementation (i.e., three) of Pi in E, then cpi gets larger.

It is possible to prove that Psel is the best process to implement.
Let us assume that the processes pi are listed by the increasing value of CP. In that

case:
cp1 ≤ cp2 . . . ≤ cpITILprocesses (3)

Let us define with On = {p1, p2, . . . , pi, . . . , pn−1, pn} the optimal sequence of the initial
n processes that the company should implement.

Let us define with S = {p1, p2, . . . , pi, . . . , pn−1, pn+k} any alternative sequence of n
ITIL processes, where the pn element has been substituted by another element pn+k that
satisfies the state in which NPn+k is higher than NPn. In such a case, the set of values for cp
is defined by {cp1, cp2, . . . , cpn−1, cpn+k}.

Let us assume, without losing generality, that the processes from n + k to n_ITIL are
included in S in the correct order. In such a case, S = {p1, p2, . . . , pi, . . . , pn−1, pn+k, pn+k+1,
. . . , pn_ITIL} is still an optimal sequence, but there still exists a set of processes {pn, pn+1, . . . ,
pn+k−1} with {cpn, cpn+1,. . . , cpn+k−1} which requires selection and inclusion in the sequence.

Let us select the case denoted by pn+k−1 with a value NPn+k−1 to be added to R. It
could have been chosen for any other process, but this one represents the worst case.
Therefore, it results in R = {p1, p2, . . . , pi . . . , pn−1, pn+k, pn+k−1} with {cp1, cp2, . . . , cpn−1,
cpn+k, cpn+k−1}. In the case of S being an optimal sequence, then pn+k−1 < pn. As all the
processes are ordered by increasing NP values, then pn+k−1 > pn. This means that the final
R is not an optimal sequence, and so there only exists one optimal sequence O.

Once here, the steps to follow are listed below:

1. Fulfill the database with the data from all possible companies, namely the data of the
parameters and data about the level of implementation of ITIL;
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2. Require data from the company E about the parameters and the level of implementa-
tion of ITIL processes;

3. Eliminate the processes completely implemented in E from the set of candidates {PI};
4. Decide the criteria for optimization and the weights of the parameters in the optimiza-

tion expression;
5. Evaluate Equation (1) for every candidate process {PI};
6. Select the process Pi in {PI} that minimizes Equation (1) by using Equation (2);
7. Eliminate Pi in {PI};
8. Repeat from step 5 until {PI} is empty or until the maximum number of required

processes for the sequence has been reached.

The pseudo code of the algorithm can be found in Appendix B.

3. Results
3.1. Application to a Real Case

In this section, a real case will be deployed. A small company from the leisure industry
was selected. This company operates in Spain, although it has had international growth.
The company is in the range of small company (less than 250 employees), and the amount
of IT staff is 10–14 people. The company is more than 15 years old.

As was pointed out before, one of the main problems of small and medium companies
is the difficulty of aligning the operative departments and the strategy of the company. In
Section 1, it was presented how IT departments (not only IT, but also other departments
such as procurement) have problems offering solutions to the company that help to achieve
the objectives. In the case of IT, it is clear that services are mainly focused on offering
solutions to other departments and to clients. The main handicap comes from size; due
to the lack of resources, it is complicated to find adaptive and dynamic solutions for the
specific problem of that small company.

In the example we present here, the aim is to prove the algorithm proposed and to
validate its usefulness in a small company. The algorithm is aimed at defining the sequence
of ITIL processes that most helps the company to satisfy the objectives; that is, based on
the fact that the small company hardly supports a reduced IT department, the algorithm
presented avoids hiring external consultants to select the best sequence of implementation
of ITIL processes for this particular company.

Once the sequence is obtained, it will be compared to other sequences of other authors.
The aim of this comparison is clear: if the sequence obtained is rather similar to the ones
proposed by other authors, it will be worthless. However, if it is shown that the sequence
obtained is not dependent (meaning it is statistically different) on previous sequences, then
we can conclude that the adaptive sequence may help this small company. The second point
to show is if the sequence obtained is a valid and implementable sequence of processes. To
prove this, the sequence of ITIL processes would be implemented in the company. This
project of implementation took about six months, which demonstrates the validity of the
sequence. For sure, more trials need to be developed in other companies, but this will be
pointed out in the future works section.

The interest of the company was to get an optimal sequence compared with what was
commonly done by the rest of the companies, no matter the size, industry, age or other
characteristics. As such, the optimization expression was reduced to Equation (4), where
the term ST is minimized to the value ‘1’ (i.e., no parameters are more influential than the
rest in the optimization), and the index i is extended to every process in {PI}:

cpi =
1

DTi
(4)

This means that the objective was to optimize the implementation of ITIL processes by
minimizing the differences with common companies without caring about its characteristics.

Due to the high amount of calculus required, the application of the described method-
ology was conducted through a web application that could be accessed in the application
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referenced in [56]. This web app just needed to be fulfilled with the characteristics of the
company and the desired optimization rules. The application replicated the previously
explained model and the algorithm proposed, so the user just needed to introduce the
characteristics of the company that wanted to implement ITIL and the parameters to define
the optimization function. The application automatically generated the sequence of ITIL
processes (the database needed by the algorithm was already fulfilled with data from
the survey).

Once the data had been entered and the optimization rules were configured in
[dataset], the ordered list of specific ITIL processes for this small company was obtained.
The list of ordered processes is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. List of ITIL processes for a real small company.

Sequence Number Process Sequence Number Process

1 Incident management 6 Service catalog
management

2 Access management 7 Availability
management

3 Improvement process 8 Service portfolio
management

4 Information security
management 9 Request fulfillment

5 Service validation
and testing 10 IT service continuity

management

When looking at Table 2 carefully, incident management was the first process to be
implemented, which is common in most of the proposals presented in the literature review
section. Nevertheless, the improvement process was in the third place, which reveals
that the best solution is not always to implement the operative processes, as is supported
by many authors. In fact, this aligned with the results in [48], where the continuous
improvement process had special relevance.

The importance of this sequence is that the company has a sequence to implement
ITIL processes. There is a clear path to follow without hiring experts to define the sequence.
This point is particularly important for these small companies with few resources. In the
next few paragraphs, two important issues are explained:

• The result of the implementation project: it is necessary to verify the viability of the
sequence; otherwise, the algorithm would be producing impossible sequences.

• The comparison to other authors’ sequences: it is necessary to verify the indepen-
dence of this sequence compared with the existing ones; otherwise, the algorithm is
producing redundant sequences.

3.2. Results of the Implementation Project with the Sequence Obtained

The implementation project was developed over six months, and these ten processes
were satisfactorily implemented. Implication of the full IT staff and of part of the staff
of other departments was necessary. Implication of the IT manager directly linked to the
steering committee was necessary to fully support the project. Besides that, the internal
software tools were used to ease the implementation of some of the processes, such as
incidence management, access management and requirement management. Some others
additionally required the definition of procedures and implication of the directors to
make workers to use them. This is in agreement with the critical factors identified in the
systematic literature review.

At the end of the project, a partial implementation of ITIL was achieved, which became
a success for this company. Obviously, this implementation pilot allowed implementation
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of the first ten processes, which eased the schedule for the next ITIL processes that should
have been generated using the model exposed in this paper.

The effectiveness of the process is demonstrated, as the initial restrictions in Section 1.2
are satisfied:

1. The sequence must be easy to obtain: The sequence was obtained by the algorithm
just by entering the data into the application [56]. This application is based on the
mathematical model presented above and makes use of the database built from data
gathered in the survey;

2. The methodology should not oblige hiring experts or consultants: It was not necessary
to hire any ITIL experts to build the sequence. This is important because the aim of
the paper is to find a solution for small companies that cannot afford to hire experts;

3. There must be a strong mathematical basis to ensure the quality of results: The
sequence obtained was based on the mathematical method, so the optimal result was
guaranteed.

3.3. Comparison with Other Authors’ Sequences

This result was compared to the sequences published in the literature referred to in
the Section 2. The objective of this comparison was to know if the list of processes obtained
was substantially different from the existing ones (proposed by other authors) or not. It
makes sense to follow the optimal generated sequence if it is significantly different from
the sequences proposed by other authors; otherwise, it can be assumed that the sequences
of the other authors are already optimized. The objective of the comparison was to decide
whether the sequence obtained was statistically different. To do so, a Spearman contrast
was developed, as this is the typical test to validate the independence of two data series.
This test identifies if the sequence obtained was statistically different or not from the
published ones. In the case of being statistically different, it is possible to assume that the
optimal sequence obtained with the methodology proposed was not previously proposed
by other authors’ approaches. The test calculated for each reference is as follows:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The optimal and reference sequences are independent.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The optimal and reference sequences are not independent.

The list of commonly referred authors, whose proposals of sequences have been
compared with the optimal sequence obtained with the methodology, is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. List of ITIL sequences to compare.

Sequence Number Sequence Author
(Reference) Sequence Number Sequence Author

(Reference)

1 [51] 4 [25]
2 [26] 5 [5]
3 [15] 6 [52]

The values obtained for the ρ Spearman parameter and the limits of the interval to
accept H1 are presented in Table 4. The significance level is α = 95%.

Table 4. List of ITIL sequences to compare.

Sequence
Number ρ

Interval to
Accept H1

Sequence
Number ρ

Interval to
Accept H1

1 0.207 ±0.46 6 −0.317 ±0.7
2 0.086 ±0.425 7 −0.371 ±0.886
3 0.231 ±0.406 8 0.176 ±0.648
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As can be derived from Table 4, the conclusion is that the proposed calculated sequence
in Table 2 was statistically different from the existing ones.

4. Discussion and Future Works
4.1. Discussion

This paper is aimed at presenting a methodology to solve the problem addressed in
Section 1: small companies need to implement ITIL, and it is a must to define a sequence of
ITIL processes specifically designed for each company.

The methodology presented in Section 3 was based on empirical data obtained from
a survey. These data were used in conjunction with a mathematically based model that
selected processes one by one in an ordered sequence. The result was an ordered set of
processes that was optimized for a specific company, and the optimization parameters
were defined by each small company.

The methodology was tested in a small company that finally implemented a subset
of the ITIL processes (due to limitations of time and economical resources). It was a great
advantage to start the ITIL implementation with a clear path to follow.

Some considerations can be made regarding the methodology and its application:

1. The aim of this paper was to define a stand-alone methodology for small companies,
as indicated in Section 1. The methodology was presented and tested in a real case.

2. There is an important advantage in this methodology: it is not required to hire
external consultants or experts for its application. The knowledge is stored in the
database, and the methodology avoids needing external advisers. This was one of
the hypotheses established in Section 1. The steps explained in Section 3 and the
mathematical formulation make hiring external resources unnecessary.

Apart from these issues, there exist some other positive arguments in the exposed
methodology:

1. The methodology has a mathematical basis, which makes it reliable. The optimization
model allows for finding the set of processes to implement and the order to perform
them in. This optimization model permits a small company to identify and introduce
its main interests in the calculations. This generates an optimal result for the specific
company that is using this methodology.

2. Another advantage is that the model operates over a real database with data gathered
in a survey. This is useful for small companies to know what other companies
are doing. It also allows for configuring the optimization and emphasizing which
aspect should be more important in the result; that is, this methodology allows for
emphasizing the staff, IT staff, market, age or any other characteristic of the company.
This is important because small companies can align the implementation of ITIL with
the objectives of the company. For example, if a company desires to minimize the
difference with the situation of the competitors (in terms of ITIL implementation),
it just needs to configure the optimization parameters, or in the case that the small
company desires to maximize the effort of the IT staff, it is possible to obtain a
sequence of processes referring to companies with similar IT staff.

3. It is also important to indicate that this was not just a theoretical study, as there is an
app and a database supporting the research.

4. The application to a real case exhibited success, although not all of the ITIL processes
were implemented in the end. A partial implementation of ITIL processes is better
than nothing, and it represents a great advance for the small company where the
methodology was applied.

However, there are still some issues to point out and consider for further studies:

1. As was pointed out in Table 1, the survey was developed with Spanish companies.
This implies that there could be some limitations in the application of the method-
ology if the characteristics of the companies are very different in other countries.
It is well known that small companies in most European countries and other First
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World countries have similar characteristics, but it would be necessary to confirm the
application of these results.

2. The results obtained were statistically significant. Nevertheless, it is important to
extent the study to more organizations in other industries that are moving into the
massive use of technology.

3. There is an issue to evaluate regarding ITIL processes. It is assumed that all the
processes included in ITIL are valid for these small organizations. This study was
extended to the whole set of processes. It is needed to analyze whether all of the
proposed processes are really needed in small centers. This limitation requires new
research.

4.2. Future Works

Considering the mentioned elements, there are some possibilities for future work to
develop around this research:

1. A future immediate work is to extend the application of the methodology to other real
cases and generate a set of real cases so that a satisfaction analysis can be obtained.
Even if a real case of application has been shown, it is necessary to implement the
specific sequences of processes in different companies and evaluate the results.

2. In second place, the prioritization of processes can be improved by including the
importance of the processes; that is, some ITIL processes are more relevant for the
business than others. For example, in the current version of ITIL, all security topics
have the same importance as other non-critical processes (for example, provider
management). It could be interesting to analyze how to improve the model presented
by weighting these issues.

3. The extension of the data to more countries would be useful, and it would generate
adapted results to small centers in different locations. The utility of the model still
remains, and the benefits for more and more companies could be increased. This
work implies generating new surveys in different countries to build a big database so
the methodology can operate with it.

4. Another improvement is represented by the inclusion of critical success factors in the
optimization functions. For example, this could be considered the confidence on the
team, the involvement of the steering committee or the management of the resistance
to change.

5. Finally, the database can be improved by updating the processes that may appear in
new ITIL versions.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to present a methodology to help small centers to sequence
IT processes. The model has a mathematical basis to optimize the selection of processes
while it uses real data to make a decision about the sequence that best fits the needs of the
organization. The optimization can be oriented to satisfy the needs of the small company
thorough different parameters. The methodology does not require hiring resources or
consultants.

After presenting the model, a real application case was shown. The success of the
implementation was a key point in the small company selected for the validation project.

The methodology was proven to be efficient and a good alternative for those compa-
nies that decide to implement ITIL and require some help to start sequencing the set of
processes. The methodology allows these companies to select how to optimize the sequence
by configuring the parameters in the optimization function.

Despite the optimal behavior of the methodology, some improvements and future
works were addressed to enhance its benefits and applicability.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://zenodo.org/record/448186
5#.YKRz8aERWUk.
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Appendix A

The questions and the possible answers in the survey are presented in Table A1.

Table A1. Questions and possible answers in the survey.

Questions
about the Company Possible Answers

Company name [open]

Staff
1–9

10–49
50–249

Staff in IT

0–4
5–9

10–14
15–

Age of company
0–4

5–14
+15

Operating area
Local

National
International

Industry

IT
Health and social services

Taxes—legal
Real state
Telecomm.

Energy, water, electricity, gas
Marketing, image, communication

Commerce—eComm
Electronics—semiconductors
Delivery, logistics, transport
Construction, maintenance

Metal industry
Education, sports

Finance, insurance, bank
Food, chemical, pharma

Other

Questions:
Level of Process Implementation Possibilities for Answers

P1. Service strategy management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P2. Service portfolio management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P3. Finance management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

https://zenodo.org/record/4481865#.YKRz8aERWUk
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Table A1. Cont.

P4. Demand management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P5. Business relation management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P6. Design management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P7. Service catalog management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P8. Availability management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P9. Service level management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P10. Continuity management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P11. Security management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P12. Provider management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P13. Capacity management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P14. Transition schd. management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P15. Change management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P16. Deployment and version management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P17. Validation and test management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P18. Configuration management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P19. Change evaluation management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P20. Knowledge management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented
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Table A1. Cont.

P21. Incidence management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P22. Problem management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P23. Access management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P24. Event management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P25. Request management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

P26. Improvement management
Not implemented/Not planned

Ongoing/Planned
Implemented

Appendix B

The pseudocode for the algorithm is briefly described below.
fun generate_optimal_sequence ()
{
for each characteristic of company E
input (ch[j])
#For company E, the implementation level for each process is set
for each ITIL process p_i
{
input (d[pr_i]);
V[pr_i]←MAX_IMPL – d[pr_i];
}
#Generate vector of candidates
candidates= {}
for each ITIL process pr_i
{
if d[pr_i] <> MAX_IMPL
candidates= candidates U {process pr_i}
}
#Initialize selected processes
sel← {}
#Generate vectors m and M
{
for each characteristic ch[j]
{
for each possible value of ch[j]
{
calculate m[i][j][k]; #optimization expression
M[i][j][k]←MAX_IMPL-m[i][j][k];
}
}
}
#Initialize the criteria for optimization formula:
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# alpha[j] weights every characteristic
for every characteristic j in optimization formulae
{
input (int alpha[j]);
}
while sel<> {}
{
CP_min = CP[candidates[1]];
pr_sel← 1; #Process with NP_min
for i← 2 until processes in candidates
{
calculate CP[candidates[i]]; #optimization formula
if CP[candidates[i]] < CP_min
CP_min← CP[candidates[i]] #new minimum
pr_sel← i; # New process min
}
#Select the process pr_sel
sel← sel U {candidates[pr_sel]} #include in sel list
candidates←candidates- {candidates[pr_sel]}
}
#The optimal sequence is sel.
display sel
}
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